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Abstract
This essay explores feminist and ecological forms in Ali Smith’s seasonal quartet—Autumn
(2016), Winter (2017), Spring (2019), and Summer (forthcoming in 2020). Inherently cyclical and
unapologetically timely, the novels in this series are widely praised for their response to Britain’s
ever-contested borders. But beyond penning the “first Brexit novels,” Smith further reveals how
ecofeminist activism can be an antidote to geopolitical strife. She recovers the work of women artists
Pauline Boty, Barbara Hepworth, Tacita Dean, and Lorenza Mazzetti across her quartet to illustrate
how their form-breaking style resists modern art’s limitations and, like her experimental fiction,
refuses to conform to borders or, in this case, genre conventions. A practice well versed in the
politics of exclusion, feminist art has the capacity to model a borderless world. I argue that Smith’s
gallery of feminist art incites us to remediate marginalized subjects and restore our relationship with
the wider ecosystem.

ii

Conway 1
Form, from the Latin forma, means shape.1 But unlike shape, form is not defined by the
number of sides or edges: it is boundless. Pioneering Scottish novelist Ali Smith experiments with
literary form and disrupts long-standing traditions in her genre-bending fiction. She has long been
celebrated for playing with the form of the novel as well as its atomic, granular substance—the word
itself. Her early writings refuse to conform to genre conventions and, instead, theorize and
demonstrate the quicksilver nature of art. Through her meditations on transient realities, Smith
reminds us that art and life are ever-changing and never separate. To blend these forms, she
breaches literary boundaries and breaks artistic frames in her recent and radically shapeshifting
seasonal quartet. Part narrative and part exhibit of modern art, the novels in this series are hybrid in
nature: they cross a range of media and, as a result, they open Smith’s fiction to a pluralistic identity.
Smith’s seasonal quartet consists of four stand-alone but interconnected novels. The
narrative form of the quartet—Autumn (2016), Winter (2017), Spring (2019), and Summer (forthcoming
in 2020)— is inherently cyclical but unapologetically timely. The novels have been widely praised for
their attention to Britain’s controversial reckoning with the European Union; when Autumn first
arrived, it was dubbed the “The First Great Brexit Novel” in The New York Times for its unrelenting
examination of British borders and its condemnation of xenophobia. Spring, writes Rebecca Makkai
in a later review for The New York Times, is “consumed with Brexit and refugee detention and social
media and Trump”; it joins a “work-in-progress both as raw as this morning’s Twitter rant and as
lasting and important as—and I say this neither lightly nor randomly—Ulysses.”
Across the quartet, Smith recovers the work of women artists Pauline Boty, Barbara
Hepworth, Tacita Dean, and Lorenza Mazzetti.2 Like Smith, each of these artists experiments with
form and resists its conventions, including frames, flat surfaces, and the properties of pigment.3
Quoting Sarah Sze, Smith proposes that “the role of the artist is to disrupt and reveal.”4 The same
could be said of the writer, of course, especially since each of Smith’s novels does just that. The
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featured artists perform different modes of border-crossing to unsettle and dismantle our habitual
and conventional distinctions: Boty collapses cultural divides; Hepworth permeates structural
boundaries; and Dean removes aesthetic framing. All three invite us to transgress the limits and
limitations of art and, in Sue Tate’s words, “move forward via a female past” (201).
By embedding a primer on twentieth-century women’s art in her novels, Smith creates a
feminist gallery, which in turn works to recenter women in the art world. Rather than concerning the
artworks itself, though, this essay focuses on how these three artists are seen through the novels, or, to
put another way, how this feminist art is remediated through narrative. Smith amplifies the visions
and voices of these inaudible women in order to introduce their work to the public eye, and, perhaps
more critically, to promote equity in representation. Even as women have historically been pushed
to the margins of literary and cultural studies, Smith’s quartet resists canonical conventions and, in
doing so, she redefines these long-established margins.
While it may seem Smith crosses literary borders solely as an act of experimentation, her
main goal seems to be opening the art world to voices and narratives that have remained on the
margins—in this case, the intertwined concerns faced by women and the environment. Her narrative
is therefore underpinned by ecofeminist principles as it models a more just ecology between the
human and nonhuman. First coined in 1974 by François d’Eaubonne, ecofeminism established the
necessity for women to bring about an environmental revolution, in which the arts were considered
“essential catalysts of change” (Wildly 54).5 Boty, Hepworth, and Dean’s respective careers certainly
display an ecological consciousness as well as an urgency for activism. First, by employing natural
mediums and elements in their tactile exhibitions, they present modern forms of environmental art:
Boty’s pop-nature collage, Hepworth’s stone sculptures, and Dean’s mountainous blackboard
drawing compel the novels’ core characters to change their perceptions of the British landscape or,
more specifically, to imagine it without fences and restrictive structures. And second, by
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transcending the physical gallery space and transgressing artistic limitations, they transform our
conception of boundaries. In featuring these artists and their formative reframing of art, Smith’s
quartet urges readers to adopt a new way of seeing. In its distinctive philosophy, ecofeminist art
challenges the separation of nature and culture—a challenge that Smith takes up in her seasonal
series. She teaches her readers that the oppression of women stands parallel to the degradation of
nature in our society. The patriarchal canon, as she points out, neglected her featured artists while, at
the same time, the earth became “divided, destroyed, dying” (Winter 66). Together, these narratives
find renewal in the seasonal quartet. Smith’s ecofeminism incites us to recover feminist art and, in
turn, restore our relationship with the wider ecosystem.
Considering the lack of criticism on Smith’s brand-new and still-emerging seasonal quartet,
this essay builds on Smith’s own theory of form, namely her work in her hybrid novel-essay Artful
(2012), as well as scholarship that engages her earlier work with regard to women, the arts, and the
environment. In an examination of Smith’s earlier work, Justyna Kostkowska identifies her
“ecofeminist praxis” and acknowledges her “essentially modernist confidence in the redemptive,
transformative value of art” (4). While Kostkowska dwells on the hypothetical powers of art, I dive
into the feminist artists and art forms exhibited in Smith’s narratives. Enriching the critical
conversation, my essay looks to her examples of ekphrastic art to draw connections between the
environment and women. My argument also engages with Mae Henderson’s examination of literary
boundaries, whose questioning of cultural frameworks helps us to think about Smith’s own forms of
border-crossing and formal experimentation across the arts. Finally, thanks to Anne Raine’s call to
read modernist texts ecocritically, we can better understand how modernism’s disruption of
conventional literary form contributes to its particular mode of ecological inquiry. There is no doubt
that Smith’s borderless landscapes stem from her modernist, form-breaking style.6 Form, after all, “is
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always environmental” (Artful 74). Her voice—organic to our time—privileges a more inclusive
ecology.
This essay highlights the borderless ideas and images of Smith’s artful fiction. It is important
to note that while her boundless novels do not necessarily remove physical borders, her embedded
art gallery teaches us to see as closely as we read. While form might seem to invoke order and
control, it is also, as she writes in Artful, “all about change” (68). In Spring, she echoes this theory of
protean form in ecological terms: “things can change over time, what looks fixed and pinned and
closed in a life can change and open” (248). Playing with form in feminist and environmental ways,
she changes how we read modernist and contemporary literary forms and, consequently, how we see
the world’s forms. As Smith suggests, these forms can teach us how to step outside traditional and
oppressive belief systems and challenge the divisions they uphold. I argue that Smith’s museum of
feminist art educates her readers on border issues and its marginalizing effect on both women and
the environment. Feminist art—a practice well-versed in the politics of exclusion and exile—has the
capacity to model a world without fences, borders, and enclosures.

Collapsing Cultural Divides: Smith’s Autumn and the Art of Pauline Boty
“Women should fight back.”
–Pauline Boty7

British Pop artist Pauline Boty makes you look twice at images. Full of energy and brio, her
rebellious work embodies the groundbreaking spirit of the 1960s and “blew away the canon.” Smith
herself boldly identifies her as one of “the earliest feminist artist[s].”8 How, then, was Boty—a
proto-feminist pioneer—excluded from the feminist canon? Thanks to Sue Tate’s illuminating
research and Smith’s recovery of her work in the first seasonal novel, Autumn, Boty has become
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visible again, allowing us to study her vibrant, witty, and subversive collection of collages and
paintings. In Autumn, or the first great Brexit novel, as one reviewer tagged it, we see how Boty’s
riotous canvases collapse the Great Divide between high and low art.9 By breaking aesthetic binaries,
her feminist art continues to inspire a younger generation of women to breach their own gendered
borders.
Subversion is a necessary tool in feminism’s armory. As Griselda Pollock explains in Framing
Feminism, “art is feminist when it subverts the normal ways in which we view art and are usually
seduced into a complicity with the meanings of the dominant and oppressive culture” (93).10 To
subvert the suppression of women’s sexuality, Boty made a claim for feminist Pop (Tate 186). This
progressive genre not only bridges the divide between Pop art and feminist history but redraws
defined borders and opens new understandings of pop culture. Instead of standing “outside cultural
traditions,” she urges women to step in and define them.11 So too did modernist contemporary and
revolutionary American poet, Sylvia Plath, as she pressed artists and writers to push past these
barriers, warning that “we shall by morning inherit the earth. Our foot’s in the door” (139). An heir
to Plath’s feminism, Smith breaks down doors—as well as fences—in Autumn.
To subvert Brexit policy and threaten its fixation on borders, Smith turns to Boty’s
ecofeminist aesthetic. In Autumn, when Elisabeth pictures her powerful paintings, she suddenly sees
beyond Britain’s fenced-off landscapes and imagines a country without divides. She, too, pushes
against oppressive cultural boundaries. As Timothy Morton explains, text and images do not aspire
to create a “copy,” but “to render, to create an illusion” of a better ecological system since ecology is
“about collapsing the distance between human and animal, society and natural environment, subject
and object” (154). Boty’s oeuvre is therefore inadvertently ecological: through Smith’s narrative, she
inspires Elisabeth to envision the land without enclosures or fences. Reaching out across the
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generational gap, Boty continues shaping politics, but this time it is by uniting women and the
natural environment.
Smith paints a dystopian scene when she first describes the divided county with “a fence
here, a wall there…a line you don’t cross here” (61). But in Autumn, this line is eventually crossed.
Pointing to the word common in the phrase common land, Elisabeth’s mother describes the new
fence that has just gone up:
Apparently a fence 3 metres high with a roll of razorwire along the top of it has been erected
across a stretch of land not far from the village…it encloses a piece of land that’s got
nothing in it but furze, sandy flats, tufts of long grass, scrappy trees, little clumps of
wildflower. (55)
“Go and see it,” her mother says, “I want you to do something about it.” Elisabeth, an art history
lecturer replies, “What can I do about it?”
Elisabeth’s artistic perspective, in fact, is key to our understanding of Autumn. On her way to
the village fence, Elisabeth passes a house that says “GO” and “HOME” on it. Next to these words,
someone has painted red flowers—Boty’s symbol of female sensuality and a campy emblem of the
then-nascent women’s liberation movement. Elisabeth recalls her academic work on Boty’s feminist
art, and it is at this point in Autumn that we see her perception of gendered borders begin to
transform. She no later finds herself “only yards from the fence across the common” or, rather, the
frontlines of Brexit: British fences (139). Here, she peers through the perimeter of the fence,
dismissing the divide between women and nature. Against a ravaged backdrop, she notices the
weeds and flowers reappearing around the metal posts, which foretells ecological restoration.
Smith continually uses Boty’s art to perform feminist critiques across Autumn. After
marching in a London protest, for instance, Elisabeth wanders into an art shop where she unearths
an old exhibition catalogue on Boty’s paintings. To prove to her dissertation supervisor that women
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like Boty belong in the central canon rather than the “footnotes in British Pop Art history,” she
points out a pair of images titled It’s a Man’s World I and II (fig. 1, 2). A mixture of paint,
photography, and collage, the two panels feature visions of male power. Reproduced side by side,
the right panel combines archival images of ancient and modern men—Einstein, Elvis, Lenin,
President Kennedy, the Beatles—while the second displays the anonymous bodies of half-naked
women in “a fleshy strip of images superimposed over a blue/green English landscape vista” (155).
The backdrops of this diptych are further contrasted: the female images are pressed against a
pastoral landscape whereas the men are set against a palatial background. The point is clear—politics
and history on one side, women and nature on the other. Yet Boty still manages to restore a symbol
of femininity to this all-too-familiar exclusion of the natural and feminine from culture. She
interrupts the vision of the “male” panel, for example, with another bright red rose in full bloom—a
sign of liberation and a subtle critique of representation in the patriarchal canon. This pair of
paintings inevitably shapes the focus of Elisabeth’s art history dissertation, which she titles
“representation of representation in Pauline Boty’s work.” Like Elisabeth, Smith includes ‘othered’
subjects and redraws gendered borders through her remediation of feminist art.

Fig. 1. Boty, Pauline. It’s a Man’s World I. 1964, oil
on canvas with collage, The Estate of Pauline Boty.

Fig. 2. Boty, Pauline. It’s a Man’s World II. 1964/5, oil
on canvas with collage, The Estate of Pauline Boty.
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Autumn, the first post-Brexit novel, is full of political foreboding. Smith prepares the reader
for her subsequent volumes, which continue to subvert borders through her featured art forms. It is
worth noting that she goes as far as to blur the boundaries between the individual books. Smith
creates wormholes through the series, in other words, to blend her literary landscapes together. For
instance, in the scene where Elisabeth stands at the fence, the landscape—or “prison for trees”—
resembles a blueprint of the Immigration Detention Centre that we later enter in Spring. Parallels
span across the series, but the most critical through lines involve an overall change in perception:
while the reader looks through the quartet, Elisabeth “looks through at the fenced-off landscape” in
Autumn. Boty’s feminist Pop art and her breaking of cultural divides clearly inspired this new way
of seeing. By privileging her work, Elisabeth is able to imagine collapsing the boundaries between
women and nature, which in turn allows Smith’s novels to forecast some common ground in a postBrexit world.

Seeing Through Stone: Smith’s Winter and the Art of Barbara Hepworth
“Landscape directs its own images.”
–Barbara Hepworth

As in Autumn, the quartet’s second volume, Winter, features a twentieth-century female
artist—this time, British sculptor Barbara Hepworth (1903-75), whose stonework continually asks
what matter is and what matters. While her sculptures are made of primitive material, they also speak
directly to our time. She writes in her pictorial autobiography that the “present moment is the only
time” (30). Through her amorphous sculptures, she pierces artistic canons and makes space for
modern conceptions of form. Hepworth’s close friend and contemporary, Naum Gabo, elaborates
in 1936 that “the art of our own generation was born on such a borderline; it was born on the ruins
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of all previous artistic traditions” (qtd. in Hepworth 33). Born on the brink of modernity, Hepworth
balances on this borderline, reimaging conventional constructions of form. Her sculptural forms, as
scholars have pointed out, fuse the human figure and the landscape together.12
By way of her chronology and formal tendencies, Hepworth can be understood as a
modernist and, following her formative years, a leading figure in the international art scene.
Hepworth recalls that “all [her] early memories are of forms and shapes” (9).13 In the 1920s, training
to be a sculptor in Italy, she sought to translate these memories into structural form. Her early work
is often described as naturalistic, based for the most part on the human figure alone. But after
moving to St. Ives in 1939, she began to mold the relations between human and natural forms,
morphing the two through balance, rhythm, and inner tension. Hepworth made interconnective and
complementary relations an integrative force in her work—key to her landscape theme.14 She saw
the landscape through modern eyes and was therefore able to free herself from material demands
during the 1930s, especially after visiting Jean Arp’s sculptures, which rejected material demands
during the Dadaist movement.15 Smith urges her readers to do the same by returning over and over
to this transcendent and transformative period in Winter. Both Hepworth and Smith no doubt defy
the conventions and genres of their time through their modernist outlooks.
Hepworth’s modern, homogenous sculptures depict the human form and the landscape as
one entity: “I, the sculptor,” she proclaims, “am the landscape. I am the form and the hollow, the
thrust and the contour” (9). Smith, too, is a form of landscape: her nationally themed prose offers a
place of refuge and cultivates a space for borders to be crossed. In layering her and Hepworth’s
organic voices, she points out unconformities between modern art and contemporary literature. As
I will show, their two main contact points include the coastal Cornwall landscape and their similar
stone structures.
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While Cornwall tied Hepworth to the land, it also reunites a long-separated British family in
Winter. The two elderly Cleves sisters, Sophie and Iris, and Sophie’s son, Arthur (Art), are brought
back together at the sixteen-room country house in Cornwall—a microcosm of the British state in
the sense that it holds the bipartisan sisters and hosts several political debates between the Cleves
family. Here, they reconcile their radically opposing worldviews over the Christmas holiday. While
Sophia is a former art student and now a socially isolated entrepreneur, Iris is a left-wing political
activist engaged in environmentalism and anti-war efforts. And through his blog on nature
observation, “Art in Nature,” Art explores new ways of connecting art and politics, and, therefore,
his mother and her sister. Contrary to the Brexit divide, Smith skillfully unites the three through
Cornwall, suggesting that landscape not only melds people with nature, but with others.
Landscape, according to art critic W. J. T. Mitchell, is the medium of exchange between the human
and nature, the self and the other (qtd. in Dean 32). The landscape, in other words, is not a genre,
but a kind of practice that grounds us in both place and culture: “Place is to landscape as identity
is to portraiture” (32). Mitchell adds that the land encodes cultural values, which, as we decipher in
Autumn, ideally involves a shift from subordination to emancipation—a world free of enclosures.
Smith repeatedly renders the landscape a site of reciprocity and a place of restored relations in a
divided world.
By carving holes into stones, Hepworth permeates structural form and, as we see across
Smith’s series, perceives landscape in a broader sense. Tacita Dean—Spring’s featured artist—writes
that “the holes inside [stones], compressed over several millennia of sedimentation into
asymmetrical voids, proposed centres of focus and a potential for movement within sculpture not
unlike the gravity of wells embedded in galaxies” (196). Hepworth’s sculptures tap into this
potential: the concavities unique to her work defy the laws of solidity and physical dimensions,
opening her work to new, amorphous forms. She clearly inspired Smith to do the same, evidenced
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by the many stone shapes in Winter, including a floating stone head; a slab of rock that pierces
Cornwall’s ceiling; and Hepworth’s hollowed-out sculpture. These three examples exude a
biomorphic quality: that is, they fuse landscape with the human form. Smith deposits these different
geological compositions in her novel to further pierce through physical structures and to
demonstrate how, like Hepworth’s stonework, forms are ever-changing—there are no fixed points.
Through Winter’s geological abstractions, we slowly uncover a critical concept: “the power of the
artform is stronger than stone,” particularly in its ability to transcend material constraints (Artful 70).
To free her novel from traditional conventions, Smith manifests Hepworth’s structural style.
Winter, in fact, opens with Sophie speaking to a disembodied stone head. Oddly enough, she
observes this floating head according to modernist and surrealist aesthetics—comparing the head to
Cézanne’s revealing tabletop still life and Duchamp’s funny nod to Dada with a moustached Mona
Lisa.16 In referencing these modernist figureheads, Sophie unveils the head’s disruptive nature. The
head, as it turns out, actually comes from a spot on her Iris: a “blue green dot at side of vision getting
bigger” (13). Constantly bobbing in her sightline, Cézanne colors her vision and the “floater”
reshapes her perspective. Viewing her world through modernist eyes, like Hepworth, she conceives a
new landscape, one that widens her way of looking. Later, for example, after her eye appointment,
“the news rolled round its usual comforting hysteria,” and the head comes tap tap tapping at her
window, gaining weight with each addition (21).17 In its tapping, the stone head exposes Sophie’s
room and tears her away from inflated political media. This is one of many instances where Smith’s
stone structures corrode literary as well as political structures. While Hepworth’s punctured stones
work on a different level thematically and technically, her avant garde style no doubt inspired the
scenes where Smith plays with these seemingly established structures.
The reappearance of the stone here and throughout the rest of the novel also reinforces the
stone’s critical role in opening Smith’s literary landscape. In fact, it happens again: another stone
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structure erodes boundaries in the Cornwall estate. This time, Art imagines a “slice of landscape”
pierces through the ceiling during Christmas Eve dinner—just as intrusive as Sophie’s floating head.
Again, Hepworth’s sculptural expression feels tangible in this scene, especially her signature of
fracturing surfaces:
Something scatters down on to the table, a shower of little sprinkles of grit, tiny rubble.
Is the ceiling coming down?
He looks up.
A foot and a half above all their heads, floating, precarious, suspended by nothing, a piece
of rock or a slab of landscape roughly the size of a small car or a grand piano is hanging
there in the air…
The slice of landscape hangs above all their heads. Little bits of rock-dust from the edges
of it crumble down, hit the table and skitter across it like a giant salt-cellar is seasoning the
room and everything in it. (215-216)
The force of the landscape challenges the separation between humans and nature, reminding Art
that his family at least shares its fractures with the picturesque Cornwall coast. This kind of porous
movement exists in Art’s family drama as well as Hepworth’s sculptures and, less explicitly, national
politics. Smith permeates these spaces—artistic, domestic, and political—as a rhetorical strategy for
opening a range of closed forms. In this specific scene, the slab of rock shatters the border between
the inside and the outside of the Cornwall home, making it instrumental to power and politics,
which is a hot topic in the Cleves’ conversations. Hepworth writes in her 1937 Circle article that
“power is not man power or physical capacity—it is an inner force and energy” (113).18 Like a
modern sculptor, Art sees the landscape from a planetary perspective where the earth is not
restricted to geopolitical formations but is governed by the unpredictable forces of nature.19 By
conjuring Hepworth’s stone sculptures, Smith commits herself to opening closed forms.
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The last stonework in Winter is an original Hepworth. After reuniting with her lost love,
Danny, Sophie notices a stone that looks at once modern and primitive. Danny describes the stones
as a mother and child pairing, indicating that it is Hepworth’s Mother and Child 1934—a small
abstract and biomorphic stone sculpture carved from a single piece of Cumberland alabaster (fig.
3).20 Walking around it, Sophie offers an important observation: “It makes you walk round it, it
makes you look through it from different sides, see different things from different positions. It’s also
like seeing inside and outside something at once” (273). The sculpture makes it possible to see
through form and simultaneously see differently via form. And by resisting a single sightline, it evades
a singular interpretation. Smith is clearly encouraging her readers to explore multiple perspectives
through the powerful and palpable effects of this porous sculpture. According to Hepworth’s
autobiography, these kinds of piercings became dominant in her work after the 1930s; she recalls
asking herself, “Could I, at one and the same time, be the outside as well as the form within?” (216).
We find the answer in her pierced, spherical sculptures.

Fig. 3. Hepworth, Barbara. Mother and Child. 1934, Cumberland alabaster, Tate.
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The question of inside and outside relations riddles Hepworth’s life and sculptures. Since she
“loved being between land and sea” and “so close to the elements,” she cut edges into her stones
(Smith, Winter 255). Smith also embraces the endless possibilities of sculptures with no insideoutside differentiation by removing “any opposition between the external and internal edge-line.”21
In Winter’s moments of political activism, we particularly sense the influence of Hepworth’s liberal
techniques. In protest of the 1981 siting of Cruise Missiles, for instance, Iris and thousands of
women line the base fence of English common land: “The women will be threading coloured wool
and ribbon through the fencewire and across between the gates…they’ll be cutting holes in the
perimeter fence and breaking into the base almost every night” (278). Leading the protest, Iris
punctures the fence’s structural barriers, as Hepworth does with stone. The wool threading also ties
to the strings in the concavities of Hepworth’s sculptures. “The strings were the tension I felt
between myself and the sea, the wind and the hills,” she wrote.22 This stringing, and especially its
material ties to domesticity, binds Hepworth to her forms and the women to the cause. In this
powerful overlap, we see how political aestheticism weaves into feminist activism. It is no
coincidence that a common thread in ecofeminism involves a close link between women and the
land. For both Hepworth and the protesters, the strings are all about connecting to one another and
the land, to be sure. The women, according to Iris, ceremonially “join hands in a human fence,”
making concrete this ecofeminist concept of unity. Throughout Winter, Smith links women to nature
by morphing solid forms—primarily stones and sculptures—into permeable objects. In doing so,
she escapes restrictive structures like this fence and, more critically, emphasizes the inherent
interconnectedness of female and environmental forms.
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Transcending Mountains and Clouds: Smith’s Spring and the Art of Tacita Dean
“If you rise at dawn in clear sky…they say you can catch a bag of air so intoxicated with the essence
of spring that when it is distilled and prepared, it will produce an oil of gold, remedy enough to heal
all ailments.”
–Tacita Dean (qtd. in Spring 218)

Third in the seasonal series, Spring continues to challenge form, this time by contrasting
natural forces. Clouds and mountains rise at every corner, pointing out differences between the two
physical elements—the former unchanging, the latter floating in a constant state of flux. While the
cloud forms are ever-changing and ever-circulating, the mountains remain grounded, unwilling to
shift. Their geological permanency, then, runs parallel to the increasingly rigid geopolitical borders in
Spring. Leaving scars on the landscape, the craggy mountains and Brexit borders similarly separate
people and places. To push back against such oppressive forces, Smith plays with these natural
forms and pushes her characters to confront and climb mountain ranges—elevating them above
present-day politics and power.
The polarity between clouds and mountains is no doubt inspired by pioneering British visual
artist Tacita Dean (1965–). Smith references Dean’s work throughout Spring, specifically her 2018
exhibition in the Royal Academy titled Landscape.23 It was at the RA that Gainsborough, Constable,
and Turner championed the genre of landscape painting. Joining this pantheon of male artists, Dean
takes up this long-standing legacy through her contemporary artistic practices and broad exploration
of the landscape. She focuses on the aspects of landscape that were “most elusive for the painters of
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries working on solid, static canvases,” such as the movement of
light and air (Dean 13). In her 1995 film, A Bag of Air, for instance, she finds a means to measure
intangible phenomenon: she sailed upwards in a hot air balloon, suspended above snowy mountain
tops, to collect the mist of clouds.24 Since this film, she has continued to document ephemeral
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events of the land and sky. Indeed, the mountainous blackboard drawings and series of chalk
cloudscapes in her Landscape exhibit are works of now, imploring the viewer to consider their present
place in temporal and geological time scales. “I don’t care about the long run,” proclaims Dean, “I
care about now” (Griffin). Like Boty and Hepworth, she maintains that the present is the only time.

Fig. 4. Dean, Tacita. The Montafon Letter. 2017, chalk on blackboard, Glenstone Museum, Potomac, Maryland.

The Montafon Letter (2017) is the grandest of Dean’s blackboards in scale, comprising nine
four-by-eight-foot panels (fig. 4). It moves film director and our first main character, Richard Lease,
to his core. In his words, the erected chalk mountain “became a kind of wall,” and there was an
avalanche “coming down the mountain picture towards anyone looking at it, an avalanche that had
been stilled for just that moment so that whoever saw it had time to comprehend it” (Spring 78).
Roaring up before the viewer, the mountain momentarily freezes the future. It forces the viewer to
acknowledge the urgency of their future, which, as Smith makes clear through the series, includes
the impact of Brexit and the enormity of the climate crisis. Dean, in fact, admits that the
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mountainous form is in some ways about Brexit, which she finds devastating and, at the same time,
hopeful; there remains “hope that the last avalanche will uncover us.”25 But given this paralyzing
snapshot, it is somewhat surprising that the gallery galvanizes Richard to transform his perspective
of London. Art, as Smith writes, is about “being both, being held and flung open,” an effect
affirmed by Richard’s reactions (“Style”).
Once he exits the gallery, Richard reflects on his experience, arriving at the realization that
Dean’s exhibit allowed space to breath against something quite breathtaking. This tension, in turn,
causes the clouds above London to “look different,” as if they were something that he could “read
as breathing space” (79). Perhaps Smith fills her fiction with clouds for this very reason. During a
suffocating contemporary climate, in other words, she finds ways for her readers to ascend for air.
We can also say, then, that she propels us towards a vertical mode of thinking rather than a
horizonal one. Gazing upwards, above our humbled mortality, we are able to contemplate the
heavens and notions of infinity. Mirroring the mountains, Richard sees the city’s contours meld into
one another, making the buildings, traffic, and the passersby “part of a structure that didn’t know it
was a structure, but was one all the same” (79). London’s skyline momentarily signifies “the great
connective” between all that is above and below. Here we see Smith again playing with structural
forms that are all-but invisible. By reshaping edges through the medium of landscape, she creates
crucial changes in our ways of seeing.
Dean’s cutting-edge exhibition, particularly its absence of aesthetic barriers, also blends the
viewer and the art. In Spring she tells an interviewer that she removes the little wire barriers in front
of her chalk drawings because she “doesn’t want anything to be between the person and the
picture,” embracing that “sometimes people and pictures too literally collide” (290).26 She openly
invites the viewer to enter the gallery space and to transgress the enclosures typically associated with
pictorial art. It seems, then, that these moves stem from a concern for intimacy—intimacy between
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people and art, but relatedly, between people and the environment. Without wire barriers, Dean
further frees her representational landscapes from the bonds of convention, making her chalk and
slate drawings a malleable medium rather than a fixed genre.27 Dean writes: “I have continually
found ways to both confound and confirm this categorisation by genre” (9). Not restricted to the
gallery hall, her drawings unfurl across the entirety of the novel, most visible when mountains peak
through Smith’s literary and artistic references. From the mountain’s trompe l’oeil, a convention of
perceptual trickery, Richard is inclined to see geological formations in three dimensions rather than
two, similar to Art in Winter. The verisimilitude of Dean’s mountains brings him close to real
mountain ranges outside of the exhibit—and beyond national borders. So imagined by Smith,
modern art becomes the landscape and vice versa.
After riding a train “somewhere in the north of Scotland,” Richard finds himself pressed
against another mountain range. While the Scottish Highlands cannot be erased or redrawn like The
Montafon Letter, Richard observes that they, too, look like “a line drawn freehand” (15). Dean’s vision
continues to shade his perception here and for the rest of the novel. Etched into postcards, featured
in songs, and passed by modern literary figures, mountains pop up across a range of mediums in
Spring. Smith crosses every artistic frontier, it seems, offering Richard what his late friend and
collaborator, Paddy, described as “everything a mountain can mean” (43). Mitchell has argued that
we experience landscapes with both body and mind. We see this duality through Richard as he
seamlessly crosses between physical and artistic renderings of mountain ranges. Mitchell adds that
when we encounter these landscapes, we “bring to bear all the pictures and poems of landscapes
that we have seen and heard, which frame and layer our perceptions” (qtd. in Dean 32). Mountains
certainly form a lens for our reading of Spring and guide Richard in his transnational traversing. They
are, in fact, “why he’d gotten off the train here,” and why he would later “get off the train at this
place instead” after seeing “mountains against some sky through the window” (14, 25). They not
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only shade Richard’s vision in Dean’s exhibition, then, but also dictate his moves throughout the
novel. The mountain forms appear as both aesthetic element and active catalyst.
Smith includes an array of edges in Spring, going as far as to include modernists that exist on
the edges of history. One such figure is writer Katherine Mansfield, who fits faultlessly into Smith’s
edge-defying fiction. A marginal figure in canonical modernism, she lived in exile and stood on the
periphery of the “Bloomsberries,” or the Bloomsbury Group, during the early twentieth century
(Artful 144). An aesthetic adventurer like Smith, Mansfield was one of many revolutionaries to climb
over literary conventions before 1922, when Joyce’s Ulysses and T. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land were
published—the year “when everything that was anything in literature fractured” (Spring 42). With her
intrepid style, Smith now teeters on the edge of this fractured modernity. Spring also features poet
Rainer Maria Rilke, who, like Mansfield, lived in Switzerland for a short time. Writing at the “same
place, same time,” it is uncanny that their lives did not overlap: “Sometimes they walk past each
other in the hotel gardens…the mountains above them and them below etc just, you know, living
their lives with all that grandeur of the Alps as their backdrop” (34). The Alps almost forge a cosmic
connection and a second of synchronicity between literary giants. While they may not have crossed
paths in this shared space, the Swiss scenery surely incited both Mansfield and Rilke to “knock down
the walls and roofs of literary convention” (Monroe 322-23). The Alps inspired these modernist
figures, in other words, to experiment with the edges of literature and to explore beyond longestablished boundaries. Like Smith, they push back against the seemingly permanent nature of
mountains.
Beyond their formative styles, Mansfield and Rilke’s lives were fundamentally different: they
hailed from different nationalities, wrote in different genres, and assumed different gender identities.
It is significant, then, that at the end of the novel we discover in Paddy’s final letter that the two
writers’ lives did most likely intersect.28 The Swiss Alps pulled the two into geographical proximity,
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connecting their separate lives in some form. Typically viewed as a dividing landmark, Smith alters
our assumptions about mountains when she associates them, instead, with interconnectedness. This
is one of many instances from her seasonal series where “Nature is adaptable” and “changes all the
time” (Winter 66). In Spring specifically, Smith reveals how mountain imagery gradually shifted in the
cultural register. It transformed from a source of the sublime in painted panorama to a modern
medium that breaks free from the canvas. Further, it is a source of inspiration for the viewer to
climb and cross over contemporary borders, as Dean encourages. It seems that Smith intentionally
contrasts Romantic and modern landscapes throughout Spring. At one point she calls the
Cairngorms “sublime,” and Richard wonders if they are “too mountainous for people”—an
observation of a Romantic poet. Through a modernist angle, however, Mansfield sees the Swiss Alps
out her window and craves their violent geometry and aesthetic of rupture; she is disappointed that
she has not climbed them yet (91). By including these opposing viewpoints, Smith troubles the longheld assumption that power is analogous to terror, as Edmund Burke had proposed in the
eighteenth century.29 She refuses to aestheticize the mountains and place borders around them;
instead, she encourages us to embrace confrontation, proximity, and intimacy.
While Smith grounds Spring in new notions of mountainous forms, she also focuses on the
formless quality of clouds. Both elements enlighten Smith’s shapeshifting style and essentially provide
her with natural mediums to reshape and reform the landscape. Like the mountains, the cloud-like
themes heir from Dean’s Landscape exhibition. A childhood dream of hers, Dean first collected
clouds while she was an artist in residence at the L’École Nationale des Beaux Arts de Bourges in
France. From a hot air balloon, she finally bagged pure air: “something we can’t live without” (220)
This aerial experience inspired her contemporary cloudscapes, allowing viewers space to breath and
creating a sensation of levitation. Dean particularly admired how late twentieth-century writer, W. G.
Sebald, flitted between the heavy earth and imaginative flight in Rings of Saturn; his clouds vaguely
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resembled “the mountains of a long-ago dream” (qtd. in Harris 29). Using chalk as a primary
material, Dean similarly plays up the affinity between ephemeral mountain ranges and clouds. Like
the erasable mountains, her incarnation of clouds are subject to change, only governed by wind and
water. Most importantly, they lack edges as an illusion of physical form. It is no surprise, then, that
Smith fills her fiction with clouds and rides the thermals “higher and higher through the circles of
[her] spiraling prose” (Sebald 183). A poet of hope, she flies above the bleak political climate.
Richard associates clouds with Paddy since she, too, changes forms “but cannot die.” This
line comes from a poem titled The Cloud by Percy Bysshe Shelley, which Richard wanted to read at
Paddy’s funeral. A powerful poem, it temporarily brings her back to life: “Like a child from the
womb, like a ghost from the tomb / I arise and unbuild it again” (qtd. in Spring 287). In another
chapter, Richard sends Paddy a postcard of Dean’s cloud masses. Speaking to her across space and
time, he stamps the following sentiment: “Dear Paddy. A message from the clouds. Having a lovely time.
Wish you were here” (80). Paddy was present in many phases of Richard’s life, making her a friend he
felt he could not live without. Floating in and out of Smith’s prose, the clouds whisper that
“ceremonially something has changed” for Richard (218). In this change, though, the cloud-like
forms proffer messages of hope, reminding us that water moves freely—readily changing between
liquid, gaseous, and solid states. Clouds reflect these fluid abilities and, consequently, emphasize the
way that our lives, like these natural forms, are ever-changing.
Geography literally means “a land written on” (Schuster 74). So, by grounding her exhibit in
geographic forms, Dean is able to rewrite our expectations of the landscape. She disrupts the
differences between wispy clouds and rugged mountains, drawing attention to their edgeless forms.
Smith displays Dean’s ecological models to create parallels between her artful edges and the cracks
in a politically fractured world. Both art and politics, as she suggests, can exist without borders. In
Spring, Smith employs her characters to redefine British borders and restore the post-Brexit
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landscape. Florence, an enigmatic 12-year-old girl in search of her detained mother, breaches
Immigration Removal Center (I.R.C.) security and skewers the inner workings of the bureaucracy
that detains asylum seekers indefinitely. A penchant for subversion, she refigures the world through
her rhetoric: “Given that I am twelve years old, and there are just twelve years left to stop the world
being ruined by climate change, I’d say there’s an urgency the age of me to do something to stop it”
(233-234). Here, she echoes the young environmental activist, Greta Thunberg, calling attention to
global issues of the refugee crises and ecological decline. She also reminds us of Iris’ activism and
resistance in Winter, which Florence seems to inherit in Spring. In each of these examples, young
women lead the movements. They speak on behalf of the disenfranchised and, together, comprise a
feminist chorus through Smith’s polyphonic narratives.
While traveling to Scotland, Florence critically alters our perception of borders and offers
another fragile possibility of human connection. These unexpected connections, as we have seen,
open thresholds to new places and new possibilities:
What if, the girl says. Instead of saying, this border divides these places. We said, this border
unites these places. This border holds together these two really interesting places. What if we
declared border crossings places where, listen, when you crossed them, you yourself became
doubly possible. (196)
Smith asks us these same questions here and, less directly, through the entirety of the series. Dotting
her prose with more periods than necessary, she urges us to pause—to slow down in an accelerated,
politically-run world. Like Dean and her formless elements, Florence urges us to rewrite our ideas of
conventional boundaries and, by crossing British borders, she campaigns for a reunited European
landscape.
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Crossing Over: Aesthetic Boundaries to Brexit Borders
“Has art anything to do with life? They’re the same thing.”
–Ali Smith
Unrestrained by conventions of genre, Smith’s seasonal quartet demonstrates how literary
form, like nature, can “change all the time” (Winter 66). Artful clearly informed the shapeshifting
nature of her novels and, as a result of their overlap, it offers us a guidebook on how to read Smith’s
formal experiments and transgressive techniques. Her early theories on form, as it seems, pushed her
series to the outermost limits of literature where she willingly risks “falling off one side…or the
other while undoing, redoing, and modifying [the] limit” (Minh-ha 218). Here, Smith balances on the
borderlines and expands the margins of modernism as she intersects feminist and environmental
forms through her archive of modern art. She includes both women and nature—subjects exiled
from literary and artistic traditions—to form a more inclusive ecology in her novels.
In penning the world’s “first Brexit novels” as these geopolitical tensions unfolded, Smith
increasingly focuses on border politics. Her progressive border-breaking is in fact part of her
ecofeminist agenda, which promotes seeing human activity as part of an ecosystem. Just as each
artist inspired the characters to interact with art and peer past fences, Smith encourages her readers
to confront Brexit-based divides. In Winter, rather than just standing at the base of a barb wire fence,
we join a “human fence” of “30,000 women from all across the world” (279). In Smith’s
imagination, then, ecofeminist activism is the antidote to geopolitical division. Likewise, in Spring,
Smith denounces the division and alienation of humanity through political borders. Families, not
only places, become divided: “[Florence and her mom] just stand there hugging as if they’re one
person, not two. The people in the uniforms separate the woman and the child” (333). The shift
from an empathetic to objective voice in the latter sentence and the word “separate” reminds us that
these “people” are the political machines behind the IRC. Recalling Hepworth’s Mother and Child
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(1934) sculpture from Winter, we see how, unlike Brexit politics, the human is integral to art forms.
Together, the two examples suggest that art itself models, even stages, a solution—a way of
restoring the bonds broken by geographical strife. By creating porosity between the four narratives,
Smith shows us how political activism and modernist aesthetic are not only inseparable but also
mutually constitutive.
Considering her fascination with form, art, and permeable borders, how are we to
recategorize Smith’s quartet? Kostkowska identifies Smith’s early writing as “realityfiction” in its play
with the boundaries of the text, and further suggests that Smith’s nonlinear forms encourage a
rebellion against domination of the narrative and patriarchal hierarchies that have historically stood
behind it (162). The same thing can be said of her seasonal quartet as it continues to free literary
forms from convention and restore feminist voices to the canon.
At stake in Smith’s series is the potential to cross over literary and, ideally, literal borders. By
exhibiting form-defying feminist art, her volumes transform our notions of the permanency of
frames and fences. While refraining from pinning Smith to a specific genre, it is nonetheless fitting
to identify the seasonal novels as “borderless books” filled with feminist and ecological forms. We
can see Smith beginning to play with these ideas in her earlier work, especially in her story collection,
Public Library and Other Stories (2015), where she envisions a borderless utopian world: “Elsewhere
there are no borders. Elsewhere nobody is a refuge or an asylum seeker whose worth can be decided
by a government…” (132). Smith returns to these ideas in her seasonal quartet but shifts the
imagined “elsewhere” to post-Brexit Britain and, instead of having to envision an alternative world,
she challenges our own; she crosses into closed forms to inhabit sustainable writing and living
spaces. As a writer, theorist, and human, Smith offers her readers place of refuge.
Like the seasons, Smith’s novels are rooted in a promise of renewal. This is especially true
for Spring as it slowly thaws and turns towards a brighter future—a prelude to her highly-anticipated
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fourth volume, Summer. Smith even reminds us that the English word for April stems from the Latin
aperire—meaning to open and uncover. From boundless modern art to borderless landscapes, she
opens her narratives to new forms and points of view, including those of human and nonhuman
subjects. This restored ecology transforms the characters and the literary landscape of Smith’s
seasonal quartet. At the end of Spring, we watch Brit—short for Brittany, and surely a playful
shorthand for Britain itself—step out of the immigration detention center where she notices how
the many hedges, or miniscule borders, grafted together: “The little hedges are now one hedge. You
can’t see where one plant ends and another begins” (327).
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Notes
1

The term “form” is perennially challenging to define. Like Smith herself, I embrace its plurality and
interdisciplinary variations. Smith offers several possible definitions of form in Artful (2012): “Form,
from the Latin forma, meaning shape. Shape, a mold; something that holds or shapes; a species or
kind; a pattern or type; a way of being; order, regularity, system. It once meant beauty but now that
particular meaning’s obsolete. It means style and arrangement, structural unity in music, literature,
painting, etc.; ceremony; behavior; condition of fitness or efficiency. It means the inherent nature of
an object, that in which the essence of a thing consists” (68-9). In this way, form gives shape to
different modes of creation or acts of creativity. Form can also, however, guide the creator,
especially in their artistic experimentations. Smith continues: “It’s versatile. It holds us, it molds us, it
identifies us, it shows us how to be, it gives us a blueprint in life and art, it’s about
essentiality…Form can be right and it can be wrong…Form is a matter of clear rules and unspoken
understandings, then. It’s a matter of need and expectation. It’s also a matter of breaking rules, of
dialogue, crossover between forms.” For a recent critical intervention in form’s many meanings and
their intriguing overlaps, see Caroline Levine’s Form: Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchy, Network (2017).
2

Summer, the fourth volume of Smith’s seasonal quartet, has not been published yet, but I look
forward to exploring the featured work of Italian filmmaker, Lorenza Mazzetti, and Smith’s
interpretations of it in a future project.
3

In “Modernist Painting,” an essay from the 1960s, Clement Greenberg argues that modernist art
calls attention to its own medium. In his essay, Greenberg lays out the limitations of paintings,
which, according to the “Old Masters,” include the flat surface, the shape of the support (i.e.
framing), and the properties of the pigment. Modernism, as he points out, indefinitely pushes back
against these limitations.
4

See Amy Elkin’s interview with Smith (2019).

5

For more detailed accounts on ecofeminism, see Jade Wildly’s article, “The Artistic Progressions of
Ecofeminism: The Changing Focus of Women in Environmental Art,” and Greta Gaard’s
Ecofeminism.
6

In this essay I knowingly identify Smith as a modernist and explore her seasonal series in terms of
modernism. As many scholars agree, her work aligns with the style of her modernist contemporaries,
including Mansfield and Rilke.
7

For scholarship on Pauline Boty, see Sue Tate’s Pauline Boty: Pop Artist and Woman and her chapter
in Feminism Reframed: Reflections on Art and Difference: “‘Forward Via a Female Past’: Pauline Boty and
the Historiographical Promise of the Woman Pop Artist,” pp. 177-203.
8

9

See Smith’s article for The Guardian, “Ali Smith on the prime of pop artist Pauline Boty” (2016).

See Andreas Huyssen’s After the Great Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism (1986). In its
historical specificity and originality, After the Great Divide provides some of the most persuasive
arguments to date on the relationship between modernism and postmodernism, as well as the everchanging tensions between the avant garde and mass culture—and the gendering of each. Huyssen
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also presents important questions on the imbrication of aesthetics with politics.
10

See Pollock’s Framing Feminism, a defining text for the second wave, published in 1987. Tate’s
Feminism Reframed is a response to this text.
11

In Gender and Genius, Christine Battersby argues the following regarding the pioneering role of
women in the Pop movement: “Women are not just outside cultural traditions. They structure the
spaces that lie between the bold lines picked out by previous generations of art critics […] we are at
last learning to see the depth of those spaces” (152).
12

See curator Penelope Curtis’s article, “The Landscape of Barbara Hepworth,” for a more indepth discussion of Hepworth’s landscape themes.
13

See Barbara Hepworth: A Pictorial Autobiography for a detailed and reflective account of her life and
work. Describing her childhood, Hepworth recalls the forms that shaped her world: “Moving
through and over the West Riding landscape with my father in his car, the hills were sculptures; the
roads defined the form. Above all, there was the sensation of moving physically over the contours of
fulnesses and concavities, through hollows and over peaks – feeling, touching, seeing through mind
and hand and eye” (9).
14

For more on the interconnected nature of Hepworth’s work, see E.H. Ramsden’s Polemic article,
“The Sculpture of Barbara Hepworth.” Ramsden and Hepworth were good friends in the 1940s,
during which time Ramsden published two illuminating articles on her sculptures. In her Polemic
article, she places Hepworth’s work in the context of contemporary thought. She specifically
describes the contemporary fascination with “the modes of interconnected things,” which is key to
understanding Hepworth’s landscape theme.
15

In 1932, Hepworth visited Jean Arp’s studio in Meudon, France. Here, she felt free from her
inhibitions and material demands for the first time. A Dadaist sculptor, Arp’s poetic ideas helped her
to “see the figure in the landscape with new eyes.” She writes that his biomorphic work fused
“landscape with the human form in so extraordinary a manner,” that it made her “imagine the earth
rising and becoming human” (23).
16

Sophie compares the floating head to modernist art icons: “This Isn’t a Head; no, like Dalí, or the
De Chirico heads, but funny, like Duchamp who put the moustache on the Mona Lisa, even
something like a tabletop still life by Cézanne whom she’d always found on the one hand unsettling
and on the other refreshing given that he reveals…” (11). One of many Cézanne references, Smith
believes that—like the floating head—his paintings are disruptive and revealing. Smith focuses on
the head’s many odd forms just as Cézanne emphasized his painting’s artifice as a way to make the
art (or head) feel “real” and “alive” (Artful 92).
17

This scene seems to echo the “tap tap tap” sequence that we hear in James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922)—
a recurring leitmotif that gains weight throughout the episode “Sirens.” While Joyce’s episode is
imbedded in the sensorial, using the sound as a way to express emotion and significance, Smith skips
stone structures across the entirety of Winter to similarly signify the importance of its form.
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18

Circle: International Survey of Constructivist Art is an artbook published in London, England, in 1937.
Artists Ben Nicholson and Naum Gabo and architect Leslie Martin edited its almost 300 pages.
Barbara Hepworth designed the layout. Circle was intended to be a series of publications, so it is
often referenced as a magazine or journal, even though only one issue was actually created.
19

In her essay, “Planetarity: Musing Modernist Studies,” Susan Stanford Friedman urges modernist
critics to adopt a “planetary perspective.” She describes this scholarly lens as “a consciousness of the
earth as planet, not restricted to geopolitical formations and potentially encompassing the
nonhuman as well as the human” (495). Further, she believes that modernist texts can better speaks
to ecocritical concerns through “a polylogue of languages, cultures, viewpoints, and standpoints on
modernism/modernity.”
20

In 1933, Hepworth became a member of the Paris-based group called Abstraction-Création. During
this time, her outlook expanded as she experimented with abstraction and natural forms, leading her
to produce multi-part sculptures like Mother and Child 1934. In this particular sculpture, the larger
shape in the sculpture represents the reclining figure of the mother, and the smaller shape resting
on top of it resembles a child held in her embrace. Further, this piece—carved while she was
pregnant—reflects Hepworth’s experience of motherhood. See Wilkinson’s Tate catalog entry for a
more detailed description of her mother-child motif and her sculptural techniques.
21

See Derrida’s La Vérité en peinture (Truth in Painting) for more on the problematics of inside and
outside relations. To disconcert any opposition between the inside and outside, his essay examines
the parergon: a space that is neither essence nor ornamentation. Like the concavities of Hepworth’s
sculptures, this space is “neither work (ergon) nor outside the work (hors d’oeuvre)” For commentary
on Derrida’s argument, refer to Mary Ann Caws, Reading Frames in Modern Fiction.
22

See Smith’s New Statesmen article, “Ali Smith: Looking at the world through the eyes of Barbara
Hepworth,” for an illuminating account of Hepworth’s work and its universal meanings.
23

Dean’s Landscape exhibition is one of three unprecedented collaborations from 2018, where she
explores the classical genres. Her exhibitions are shaped by the individual character of each
institution: landscape at the Royal Academy of Arts, portraiture at the National portrait Gallery, and
still life at the National Gallery. See Dean’s Landscape, Portrait, Still Life to get a closer look at her
exhibition pieces and peer through the contemporary prism of her practice.
24

Dean’s short film, A Bag of Air, recalls a pair of sonnets written in 1812 by Percy Bysshe Shelley.
Shelley had printed two revolutionary tracts of propaganda, but since seditious material like this
could not be publicly distributed, he devised his own methods: using bottles and balloons, he sent
his messages out into the world via air and water, entrusting his words to the whims of time and
nature. He left the political centres of London to put his pamphlet-filled bottles out to sea,
employing the waves in his campaign for freedom. His “Sonnet: On Launching some Bottles Filled
with Knowledge into the Bristol Chanel” marked the occasion. He imagined “Liberty herself as the
wind driving ‘the emerald group’ along over the waves” (qtd. in Dean 26). Since this bottle and the
encased Declaration of Rights floated straight into the arms of the Law (a revenue officer found it),
Shelley tried again. This time, he tied his pamphlets to hand-sewn hot air balloons. In another
sonnet, he writes that, even though the balloon fire might fade, the flame of Liberty would glow on,
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“a beacon in the darkness of the Earth.” Through forms of flight, Dean, like Shelley, performed a
kind of writing on the air.
25

See Jonathon Griffin’s Royal Academy article (2018) for more of Dean’s perspectives on her
Landscape exhibitions. In the article, Griffin describes one of Dean’s inspirations for the The Montafon
Letter: “a sequence of avalanches in 17th-century Austria that buried some people, then buried the
priest who went to officiate at the site of the burial, then – finally – unburied the priest, still alive.”
26

In Spring, Smith writes about a physical collision between a small child—two or three years old—
and Dean’s mountain. Without the low wire barriers, the child was able to throw herself at one of
the pictures in the exhibition, smudging its chalk. Richard recalls reading this story in an article called
“A Postcard to Tacita,” which Smith includes to show a direct result of having no distance between
the art and the viewer.
27

Cultural historian W. J. T. Mitchell points out that landscape tropes are typically categorized in the
following genres: topographic, pastoral, georgic, heroic, romantic, exotic, sublime, and picturesque.
In Landscape and Power, he argues that landscape is not a genre, but a practice found in all cultures. For
him, the landscape is a medium of exchange between the human and the natural, the self and the
other. It is also deeply personal as we inhabit it with both our bodies and minds (5).
28

Smith rewrites portions of Rilke and Mansfield’s history through her fiction. When Richard is
flipping through the Collected Stories of Katherine Mansfield, he finds a note from Paddy describing—in
afterlife form—the connection between Mansfield and Rilke. She explains that, uncannily, the day
after Mansfield died in Fontainebleau, France, Rilke wrote a letter to his friend about how much he
loved reading about the characters in D H Lawrence’s The Rainbow. One of these characters was
directly inspired by the erotic stories that Mansfield told Lawrence. She concludes that they did, in
fact, meet each another through fictional form (Spring 281-82).
29

Edmund Burke put forward the theory of sublime art in A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our
Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful, published in 1757. In this aesthetic treatise, he writes that
“whatever is in any sort terrible or is conversant about terrible objects or operates in a manner
analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime” (Section VII). Smith adds in Artful that “in the
eighteenth century people found that standing on the edge of cliff of a sheer drop was a very good
way to view what became known as the sublime” (132).
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